99 NEIGHBORS RELEASE NEW SONG AND VIDEO
TITLED “FUCK NO” FT. BRASSTRACKS AND PHILOSOFIE
VIA NICE WORK / WARNER RECORDS
WATCH HERE - LISTEN HERE

September 10, 2019 (Los Angeles, CA) - Vermont’s own 99 Neighbors continues their hot streak with
a new track and video titled “Fuck No” feat. Brasstracks and Philosofie, the latest installment of
scorching music and visuals from the creative collective. Fresh on the heels of their performance at
Made In America Festival, as well as their latest releases “Ripstick” and "Fake Pods," 99 Neighbors’
“Fuck No” features members Swank and Sam Paulino with singer Philosofie as they smile through
reflecting on toxic past-relationships.
Directed by Somba, the video keeps consistent with the group’s singular aesthetic and creative
direction, positioning them in various environments via green screen effects. Check out the new song
and video along with a quote from the group describing the inspiration behind the lyrics below.

“We wrote this song in the middle of winter when reminiscing about summertime and people from our
past who slipped away. We all have people we tried to work things out with, but when somebody
betrays your trust it’s a big turning point when you finally get to that stage where you can just tell
them to fuck off. Somba wrote the hook in less than a minute, and Swank really felt like he related to
the lyrics. With an ex-girlfriend in mind, he picked up where Somba left off. The goal for the song was
to write a glow-up anthem people could sing along to at the top of their lungs.“

DOWNLOAD Hi-RES PRESS PHOTO HERE
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ABOUT 99 NEIGHBORS:
99 Neighbors is a collaborative project founded by hip-hop vocalists Sam Paulino and HANKNATIVE
along with producer Somba. The collective is the result of friends combining their efforts to maximize
their unique abilities and includes additional members Swank, Aidan Ostby, Shane Kaseta, Jared Fier
and Julian Segar-Reid (aka Juju), creating an awe-inspiring collective talent with unlimited creative
expression and potential.
FOLLOW 99 NEIGHBORS:
Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | Instagram | Spotify | Soundcloud
For more information, please contact:
Yash Zadeh
Warner Records
Yashar.Zadeh@warnerrecords.com

